
  

 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
   

 

 

 

 

The New DOL Fiduciary Rule 

Six Things Advisors Should Do Today
 

The Department of Labor (DOL) has released its final fiduciary rule that broadens the definition 
of investment advice to advisors who receive compensation for providing investment advice to 
retirement plans such as 401(k)s and IRAs. This rule has far-reaching impact for your business today. 

As a result of the final rule, it is likely that we will begin to see the shift toward advisory business models accelerate. However, 
the final regulation makes it clear that an advisory model alone will not be enough to avoid reliance on the Best Interest 
Contract (BIC) exemption. Even fee-only advisors may find themselves making changes to comply—although, commission-
based business is most heavily impacted. However, there are things you can do today to help retain high-value clients, 
position your business for future growth and potentially increasing your efficiency and productivity. 

➀ Learn more about the rule. 
The DOL rule is imposing a stricter fiduciary standard on 
financial advisors giving investment advice to retirement 
plans and their participants. In addition, and maybe more 
importantly, IRAs, including IRA rollover recommendations, 
are now subject to this fiduciary standard. Under the new 
rule, advisors will be held to the Employee Retirement 
Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) fiduciary standard, which has a 
distinct set of requirements that differ from other regulatory 
requirements such as those imposed by the Investment 
Advisers Act. 

For more information, visit: 

› The DOL Website 

› Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association 
(SIFMA) Resource Center 

› Insured Retirement Institute (IRI) 

› Money Management Institute (MMI) 

➁ Evaluate your current retirement business. 
Chances are that a significant amount of your business 
may be impacted. Identify and understand the makeup of 
your account base, such as qualified employer plans, IRAs, 
Coverdell Education Savings Accounts and Health Savings 
Accounts (HSAs). Also, review how you process your business. 

You should analyze the following: 

› The type of accounts and assets 

› Where assets are held (on a brokerage platform 
or directly held) 

› If the accounts are advisory or commission based 

› How you prospect for business (for example, 
rollover recommendations vs. investment education) 

Despite the new rule, Cerulli does not anticipate a 
slowdown in IRA rollover activity, “as large balance 
accounts flow to existing advisor relationships, and 
401(k) plans are not yet structured to be a retirement 
income platform.”1 

Combined IRA and DC plan assets totaled $14 trillion at the end of 2015.2 



 

 
 
  

  

  

 

Determine where each client falls:➂ Segment client accounts by 
assets and relationship. 
A review and segmentation of your current client base should 
help you understand who you currently serve and will drive your 
service plan going forward. 

When segmenting clients, create a matrix that takes into 
account their assets and the amount of service they require. 
For example, clients in the High Time/High Asset quadrant may 
already be in your preferred account structure. 

Also take into account qualitative factors such as the strength 
of the relationship, rapport and their potential for growth: 

› Referral history or network 

› Anticipated liquidity event like selling a business 

› Low current assets, but high earnings 
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➃ Determine your service package. 
Based on your firm’s implementation plan, you will likely need to decide which accounts would be best served in a different model, 
such as an advisory program. Consider tailoring your service level to clients, creating tiered service levels based on the complexity of 
client needs. For example: 

Platinum 

Financial planning 

Investment management/tactical 
portfolio management 

Estate planning 

Tax planning 

Long-term care insurance 
needs analysis 

Quarterback of advisors 

Automatic quarterly rebalancing 

Monthly performance reports 

Annual in-person meeting 

Monthly telephone contact 

Gold 

Financial planning 

Investment management/tactical 
portfolio management 

Automatic quarterly rebalancing 

Quarterly performance reports 

Bi-annual in-person meeting 

Quarterly telephone contact 

Silver 

Investment management, smaller 
account solutions 

Automatic quarterly rebalancing 

Quarterly performance reports 

In-person meeting every three years 

Semi-annual telephone contact 

You should look at your capacity and the service you are providing to clients. After calculating the hours of service, versus assets 
and potential, you may want to consider transitioning some relationships to a digital platform or other solution over time. For more 
information, consult Pershing’s study, The Third Annual Study of Advisory Success: Confidence and Concern in the New Digital Age. 
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https://www.pershing.com/our-thinking/thought-leadership/the-third-annual-study-of-advisory-success


        

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

➄ Write down your value proposition. 
A value proposition is a statement or short paragraph that quickly tells clients and 
prospects what you offer—and why it is unique and valuable. It may even include 
your process and criteria for transitioning your clients to new models. The challenge 

The strongest value propositions is making it stand out. According to Pershing’s study, What Do Top Advisors Say— 
combine four distinct elements: and What Do Investors Really Think? A Study of Advisor Value Propositions, 60% 

of investors say all advisors make the same promises—making it hard to tell the 
1. Attributes of the firm difference between what they offer.3 

2. Benefits to the client Also think about how you will position your business with new versus existing 
clients. A client’s primary concerns in selecting an advisor are trust, rapport and 3. A rational argument 
what services they will receive. Clients are usually more interested in how much they 

4. An emotional component will pay rather than how they will pay. 

The value proposition is an ongoing process. As the industry evolves, you will need to 
continually reevaluate how you can differentiate your business from other advisors. 

➅ Create a client communication plan. 
Developing a communication plan is a critical step and one that is often overlooked. The goal is to begin talking to your most valued 

clients about potential changes. Factors affecting the order of your communication could include: 


› New clients versus established clients 


› Small clients versus large clients 


› Clients with whom you have the best rapport
 

For ideas on creating a communication plan, Pershing’s Advisory Conversations program can help you optimize your future success. 

Visit Marketing Center in NetX360®. 


Pershing can help. 
Pershing can provide you with additional resources and education as the new regulatory landscape unfolds. 
Visit Thought Leadership on Pershing.com and Marketing Center in NetX360. 
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The information provided in this document is general and educational in nature, and is not intended to be, and 
should not be construed as legal advice. 

©2016 Pershing LLC. Pershing LLC, member FINRA, NYSE, SIPC, is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation
 
(BNY Mellon). Trademark(s) belong to their respective owners. For professional use only. Not for distribution to the public.
 
1 Cerulli Associates Opinion Paper, “Potential Impact of the U.S. Department of Labor’s Proposed ‘Conflict of Interest’ Rule,” 2016.
 

2 ICI, US Retirement Marketing, Fourth Quarter 2015.
 

3 “What Do Top Advisors Say and What Do Investors Really Think?” Pershing, 2014
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